Now is the time
for essential benefits.
Protect the clinical, cultural, and financial
health of your organization.
You don’t have to press pause on improving employee health while we’re preparing
to launch an awesome new brand for Naturally Slim (NS). Our program is still
absolutely essential to protecting the clinical, cultural, and financial health of your
organization. Here’s why:
In 2020, employees turned to unhealthy habits to cope (think: mindless snacking, increased
stress/anxiety, reduced sleep) leaving employers facing a mountain of future claims costs,
declining employee engagement, and lost productivity.
Come to find out, it’s impacting the overall health of organizations in a big way:

76%

40%

62%

of Americans gained up
to 16 pounds during
quarantine—for each
pound of excess weight
employees carry, you
pay $82 in future
potential healthcarerelated costs annually1,2

of Americans are
struggling with
mental health issues
stemming from
the coronavirus
pandemic3

of employees reported
losing at least one hour
a day in productivity,
and 32% lost at least
two hours a day due to
COVID-19 related stress3
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Despite the challenges of 2020, our participants proved to be the
exception to the rule.
They were losing weight and improving their quality of life in a time when most others were
struggling. Why? Our program is built to help people through times like these. Here’s proof:

68%
- 600,000 lbs

amount of weight lost by
NS participants in 2020

68% increased
their physical
activity

59%

33%

59% improved
their mood

33% improved
their sleep

Find out how we did it

Why It Matters
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Your employees are
looking to you
2020 was a really tough
year. More than ever before,
employees need physical and
mental wellbeing support. NS
is the easiest and most costeffective way to deliver the
support they need and results
they can count on. In fact,
participants who used the NS
program during the pandemic
lost weight and improved their
health and quality of life.

Declining employee engagement
Employee engagement has
reached a critical low. While
some organizations are
experiencing layoffs, others are
struggling to hang on to top
talent and keep their
employees connected. And,
our program is designed to
keep employees engaged and
connected to each other and
their company. NS is the type
of benefit that employees will
thank you for.

Skyrocketing claims costs
Many are predicting a tidal
wave of rising healthcare
claims triggered by physical and
mental wellness concerns raised
during—and as a result of - the
COVID crisis. Taking steps now
to improve the overall health of
your people could make all the
difference in their wellbeing and
also in controlling claims costs.

Plus, implementation will be seamless. Starting a class now won’t jeopardize your employees’ experience (or their
results). We’ve created a hypertailored communication strategy to eliminate confusion and ensure a smooth
transition—no matter where they are at on their journey.

Questions? Contact your NS Account Manager or head over to your portal for more information.
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